
1) Course materials, including lectures, were well prepared.       Always      Usually  Rarely

2) The instructor’s explanations were clear.        Always      Usually  Rarely

3) The instructor gave students the opportunity to ask questions.      Always      Usually  Rarely

4)  The instructor gave students the opportunity to offer opinions,     Always      Usually  Rarely 
express ideas, and/or question the instructor.      

5) The instructor made students feel welcome to seek help/advice in or outside of class.       Always      Usually  Rarely

6)  Additional course materials, for example, readings, homework, online exercises,   Always      Usually  Rarely 
aided my understanding and appreciation of the subject

7) Labs or seminars aided my understanding or appreciation of the subject     Always      Usually  Rarely     N/A

8)  Examinations and graded assignments tested course outcomes as emphasized by    Agree      Disagree 
the instructor.

9) Marking was returned within 3 weeks.         Always      Usually  Rarely

10)  On average how many hours a week did you spend on this course,   Less than 1 hour     1-2 hours          3-4 hours    5-6 hours          6+ hours 
outside of scheduled class time?

11) Comment on your experience as a learner in this class:

 Within Reach. Beyond Imagination.    1 888 953 1133  selkirk.ca

HUMAN 
RESOURCESSTUDENT EVALUATION OF 

INSTRUCTION
DIRECTIONS:  Selkirk College is committed to providing high quality instruction in all course offerings.  We are 
interested in your thoughtful comments about this course as they will enhance the instructor=s ability to do her/his 
work better.  Instructors will not receive their feedback until they have handed in the final grades for their courses.  
Although your student ID is required on this form and on the computer-scanned form, your ID will not be forwarded 
with your feedback.  To maintain anonymity, all handwritten comments will be confidentially word-processed before 
being forwarded to the instructor.  For the multiple-choice questions, the instructor will receive only group data, no 
individual responses. 

Read each question carefully as the answer options may differ.  Using only pencil, fill your answers in on the 
computer bubble-sheet provided.  You will be allotted 15 minutes for this task.  Thank you for taking the time to 
provide your constructive feedback.

Thank you for taking the time to offer your constructive feedback.
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